Artificial intelligence is known as the most effective technological field for rapid developments shaping the future of the world. Even today, it is possible to see intense use of intelligence systems in all fields of the life. Although advantages of the Artificial Intelligence are widely observed, there is also a dark side employing efforts to design hacking oriented techniques against Artificial Intelligence. Thanks to such techniques, it is possible to trick intelligent systems causing directed results for unsuccessful outputs. That is critical for also cyber wars of the future as it is predicted that the wars will be done unmanned, autonomous intelligent systems. Moving from the explanations, objective of this study is to provide information regarding adversarial examples threatening the Artificial Intelligence and focus on details of some techniques, which are used for creating adversarial examples. Advers arial examples are known as training data, which can trick a Machine Learning technique to learn incorrectly about the target problem and cause an unsuccessful or maliciously directed intelligent system at the end. The study enables the readers to learn enough about details of recent techniques for creating adversarial examples.
Introduction
In today's modern world, it is possible to see examples of Artificial Intelligence based applications in all fields of the life. Changing from engineering sciences to medical or education to entertainment, intelligent systems, which are developed with approaches, methods, and techniques of Artificial Intelligence, improves standards of our life and ensures more practical ways for solving real world problems [1] [2] [3] . Although there is a long past history behind the field of Artificial Intelligence, rise of computer, electronics, and communication technologies has triggered rapid improvements within the field of Artificial Intelligence [4, 5] . Nowadays, 21 st century has already become a wide playground for rapid and innovative developments by Artificial Intelligence. It is remarkable that people generally benefits from Artificial Intelligence oriented tools with no doubt and thinks that a good future is possible thanks to intelligent systems (including robotic assistants, robotic workers, intelligent software systems…etc.). However, the scientific community has been running a great discussion for a while, regarding possible dangers of intelligent systems and precautions to eliminate such dangers. When the current state is analyzed, it can be seen that the scientific community has divided into two groups: the first group thinking that the Artificial Intelligence is dangerous, and the second group thinking otherwise. Even some scientists and famous leaders of some technology companies have enrolled in serious discussions with totally jarring opinions [6] [7] [8] . That's all because of flexible and robust learning capability of Artificial Intelligence. Today, there are many different sub-fields of Artificial Intelligence, such as Swarm Intelligence (for intelligent optimization) [9, 10] , Cybernetics (for combining biological and robotic systems) [11, 12] , and Machine Learning [13, 14] . Here, the sub-field of Machine Learning employs the learning mechanism, which is making it the major sub-field of the Artificial Intelligence.
When the research works including Machine Learning are observed, it can be clearly seen that the success of every Machine Learning technique is associated greatly with the data (samples) used for learning about the target problem. So far, successf ul applications by Machine Learning techniques have been done thanks to good modeling of the target problem and using true enough data. A typical Machine Learning technique employs some parameters, which are optimized-adjusted according to a set of target data, whether it was obtained in the past or analyzed instantly. Because of that, the background of the Machine Learning is highly associated with Mathematics, Statistics, and Logic (like all other Artificial Intelligence techniques, as the algorithm oriented perspective required that generally) [15] [16] [17] [18] . It is critical that all that background gives both some advantages and disadvantages to the Machine Learning. Essential advantages are being flexible and easy-to-use for even different, advanced problems of real world. On the other hand, disadvantages include requiring careful analyze of the data, using sometimes pre-processing for the data, and also need for correct expert knowledge for true modeling of the problem. But as a result of revolutionary developments in data sharing, transfer and flow through communication roads around the world, security issues have raised against Machine Learning. As like threats in terms of cyber security, intelligent systems of today's and the future may employ some gaps making them weak against some attacks designed with strong mathematical and logical background (as similar to the background giving the expressed advantages). That means there is also a dark side employing efforts to design hacking oriented techniques against Artificial Intelligence and its sub-field: Machine Learning. Thanks to such techniques, it is possible to trick intelligent systems causing directed results for unsuccessful outputs. That is critical for also cyber wars of the future as it is predicted that the wars will be done unmanned, autonomous intelligent systems. When they are examined in terms of especially Machine Learning, some techniques focusing on creating fake learning-training data (samples), which may trick target intelligent system (employing Machine Learning mechanism) have already taken their place in the scientific literature. All these techniques are currently examined under the topic of 'adversarial examples'.
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Objective of this study is to provide information regarding adversarial examples threatening the Artificial Intelligence and focus on details of some techniques, which are used for creating adversarial examples. Adversarial examples are known as training data, which can trick a Machine Learning technique to learn incorrectly about the target problem and cause an unsuccessful or maliciously directed intelligent system at the end. In this context, the study aimed enabling the readers to learn enough about details of recent techniques for creating adversarial examples. In order to achieve that, some essential information regarding Machine Learning and explanations for currently known, recent techniques for adversarial examples have been given accordingly.
Based on the topic of the study, the remaining content of the paper is organized as follows: The next section simply explains some about what is the general logic on the background of Machine Learning based techniques and systems. That section also includes some brief information regarding how different learning-training paradigms are seen mathematically. Following to that section, the third section discusses about Artificial Intelligence Safety and explains adversarial examples with some known recent techniques. Next, the fourth section provides a sample for a specific technique of creating adversarial examples and then the paper is ended by discussions regarding conclusions, and some future work suggestions-ideas.
Background of Machine Learning Based Systems
As it is already widely applied and discussed in real world cases greatly, Machine Learning has proved its active role in the future of intelligent systems. Whether they are in the form of software systems or real robots, intelligent systems having the mechanisms of autonomous analyzing, decision making and acting are based on Machine Learning techniques-algorithms. Because of that, such systems need to interact with the real world for analyzing some data to learn (or be trained) better about even a newly encountered problem. That interaction may be examined in detail, under different research fields such as Human-Computer or Human-Robot Interaction [19, 20] but it is possible to simply indicate that a typical Machine Learning based system is responsible to use data for learning, and getting that data instantly or with human controlled feeding, in order to solve problems even their conditions are changed, and eventually run a proper life cycle in that flow.
In the context of the happening interaction, there is a great flow of learning from data, which is the main task of all Machine Learning techniques. Although different techniques are based on different algorithmic steps and parameters to be optimized-adjusted, the common thing among all of them is to be a learned (trained) model eventually. That logic has been explained in a simpler form under the following sub-section.
The Logic of Learning
In order to understand better about how the 'learning' is achieved in Machine Learning techniques, the learning mechanism in humans may be given as an example. If we eliminate complex details such as learning theories or learning psychology, it is possible to express that the learning in humans is just happened as result of adjustments done within electrical interactions among all cells and the related organs in the nervous system. It is important that the brain has the responsibility of storing all information that we may need later to solve problems we may encounter in the future. It is critical that the more we focus on learning some information the more our brain can store about it for possible recalling in the future. Any information stored in the brain represented with a group of cells (in terms of thousands or millions of cells) having electrical connections among them. The strength level of these electrical connections correspond to the possibility of recalling-remembering the associated information anything we need. Moving from that, it is possible to indicate that:
•
We remember good or bad memories because they affected our brain too much so that very high electrical connections allow us to remember them almost always.
We may forget some details for even good or bad memories because our brain stores only important points affected us too much.
• When we are studying something, it is possible to memorize it if we give enough time to repeat all about it and allow our brain to employ necessary cells and create electrical connections for storing.
• Memorizing is effective in short terms but electrical connections formed during memorizing may be lost if we do not study again and again.
• It is possible to say that better learning about something is associated with encountering with more parameters-factors associated with it. Also, electrical connections are created in a stronger way, when we do or experience something.
All the explained things above may be somehow learned from medical, biology, chemistry or cognitive science oriented sources but the author have decided to express them in his own words, by eliminating scientific details.
Frankly speaking, the brain and also many components of the nature have always been essential elements of all technological developments. From data editing and storing capabilities of computer systems to learning mechanisms in the Machine Learning, inspirations from them have had critical roles on developments. As similar, the logic in the context of Machine Learning is m ainly related to the learning process in the brain. In detail, it is possible to explain more about that logic by connecting it with the example expressed under the previous paragraphs:
• As the brain responsible for storing information, Machine Learning employs great storage power of computer systems, by running also data structures or models for effective coding in terms of software side.
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• Machine Learning techniques are designed in the form of algorithms, which can adjust some of their parameters (variables) or order of data models iteratively (in loops). These parameters or data models correspond to the electrical connections among cells in the brain / nervous system.
• Every Machine Learning technique is designed in the form of a system analyzing some inputs to get an output (problem solution) or some outputs (more than one solution for the target problem). That is like we read, listen or watch something and then our brain can process it to derive some findings, ideas eventually.
• As how we study or do something to learn about it or solution of a problem, a typical Machine Learning technique is run iteratively by feeding it with a set of data associated with a problem. These data may be different cases for the related problem and each output data obtained after each different input feed are analyzed with some metrics.
• As like how we can understand from results of exams, fails (after our actions), and instant feedback from environment, output-analyzing metrics give some values to update parameters (variables) or order of the data models included in the Machine Learning technique. That update is just an optimization-adjustment, which is rechecked again to see if the technique is later better on giving correct output(s). That is like we study more and more for a course we just failed. In terms of Machine Learning, it is all called as 'training' or 'learning' phase.
•
In the real world, humans pass schools, learn something from courses, and try to give some exams to prove that they learned something correctly. As similar, the training-learning process of Machine Learning techniques is done with some training data, and then some other sample data were used for testing if the technique was trained correctly. That is done because the mathematical and logical infrastructure of the Machine Learning may cause overfitting, which means memorizing the training data [21, 22] . In that case, the technique is not successful in test data because it has just memorized. It is again similar for humans' learning process as if we memorize something, it may be effective in short term but does not mean we will pass the main exam or will be always successful on solving the related problem. Thanks to some solutions, Machine Learning techniques can prevent from overfitting (like humans may take additional courses or be tested from different perspectives to promote better studying and eliminate memorizing). If a Machine Learning technique is successful in also testing phase, it can be then accepted to be applied in real applications. Eventually, it can be said that using cycle of all Machine Learning techniques includes the phases of 'training', 'testing', and 'application' (Figure 1 -a).
Figure 26: a) Using cycle of Machine Learning techniques, b) Issues regarding using Machine Learning.
As it was mentioned before, the data for learning and modeling the target problem are some essential issues that should be considered in research works with Machine Learning. Except from them, it is also important to choose the most appropriate Machine Learni ng technique since some techniques may not be effective on some specific problems. Furthermore, since Machine Learning techniques may employ their own additional parameters (except from the optimized ones); it is another issue to choose the most appropriate value for such parameters. Finally, total iteration number for better learning or the need for running a pre-processing phase for the data are some other issues that should be considered (Figure 1-b ).
All the mentioned logic of the learning mechanism (within Machine Learning) are designed by some mathematical and logical background. Here, it is also remarkable that the associated literature have some well-known learning-training paradigms, which are run according to structure of the target data during training phases. The next sub-section is devoted to these paradigms.
Learning-Training Paradigms
Because every data-information gathered from real world may not be always in same structure, Machine Learning uses different learning (training) paradigms while making them ready to be applied. In this sense, there is a relation between Artificial Intelligence
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and Data Mining since roots of learning paradigms are associated with similarities among data, their distributions and patterns that can be derived from them [23, 24] . Currently, there are three main learning paradigms, which can be explained as follows:
Supervised Learning (Regression / Classification)
Supervised learning is the process of learning when outputs for each different input data are known. In other words, each known input case for the considered problem is labeled with known target output class(es). In Data Mining, that is called as also regression and / or classification, which means we can predict a value by figuring out relations among known values or classify results of different input (attribute) combinations, considering the target problem [25, 26] . That means a successfully trained Machine Learning technique with supervised learning can predict a value or make classification according to a newly encountered input combination. In mathematical terms, a regression model of prediction can be obtained for deriving value(s) based on relations among samples or a two-class problem with linear distribution can be learned by a linear equation indicating the border between the two classes. In classification, it can be also necessary to deal with more than two classes with even nonlinear distribution of the known samples (data), which requires some mathematical processes in higher dimensions. Figure 2 represents typical a) regression and b) nonlinear classification in terms of mathematical and visual view, thanks to supervised learning [27, 28] . 
Unsupervised Learning (Clustering)
Unsupervised learning is done when outputs for the target data to be learned from are not known. In this case, similarities-distances among the data are used for grouping them into some determined number of clusters. Because of that, the term of clustering is used by Data Mining for defining that way of learning from data. Unsupervised learning (clustering) is like we know only final grades by some students and want to group them into i.e. five groups, by considering distances between the values and also determining some passing values between each two different groups. Mathematically speaking, similarities-distances among the data are determined with some known metrics such as Manhattan, Minkowski, and Euclidean Distance [25, 26] . Unsupervised learning here allows determining the cluster-group of a new input data by evaluating its similarity-distance according to the formed groups during training phase. Figure 3 provides a typical clustering approach applied over a set of data [29] . 
Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is known as a key learning paradigm for especially robotic systems of the future. In that learning paradigm, the Machine Learning based system has the responsibility to adapt some of its parameters according to the given feedback against results of its actions. So, it is possible to run the learning process instantly, according to the changing conditions of the environment [30, 31] . Because each feedback given to the intelligent system is determined according to the strategy of rewarding or punishing ('true / false'; 'correct' / 'incorrect'; 'good', 'normal', 'bad'…etc.), it is important to give accurate feedback for better evolved system. Mathematically speaking, that learning process includes calculating values of reward in case of performing some target INSI CONGRESS 2019 actions, and / or organizing a scheme or data model of actions for future considerations. Since that learning paradigm is associated with also agent based systems (which we may think as early action models of advanced robotic systems), Figure 4 represents a general flow of active reinforcement learning [32] . Except from the expressed paradigms, there is also Semi Supervised Learning, which is a combination of both Supervised and Unsupervised Learning as including more data with no output-label, and less data with output(s)-label(s) for the same problem [33] . But three essential paradigms remain main learning processes of Machine Learning.
As it can be understood from the explanations so far, there is a great Mathematics and Logic in terms of everything used for Machine Learning tasks. Because of that, there can be some gaps causing to manipulate intelligent systems with Machine Learning.
Gaps in Machine Learning Based Systems
It is clear that the Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are all human made technologies so they may include human e rrors but be always open for improvements thanks to human touches. On the other hand, we can discuss briefly about some gaps caused by the exact nature of algorithms and the background of the Machine Learning. In this context, some gaps are:
• For advanced and critical problems, Machine Learning based systems should be often updated-upgraded in terms of designed problem model and used data.
• Machine Learning techniques are very sensitive to butterfly effects caused by small errors in training / test data.
• Especially Reinforcement Learning has the potential of training 'bad' intelligent systems when we theoretically speak. That is like bad people, who were actually baby sometimes ago but grown up badly in time because of bad environmental factors (bad people, low life standards) and especially lack of good enough education and psychological support. For Reinforcement Learning, there are some works for preventing intelligent systems from badly trained (i.e. Inverse Reinforcement Learning [34] ) but that is still a gap if an intelligent system with Machine Learning start to receive incorrect or tricking feedback after a while.
• In terms of solving real world problems, not every Machine Learning technique is equally successful. That's good for unstoppable research works and future diversities within the literature of Artificial Intelligence but that also shows there is not any universal mathematical infrastructure to design a Machine Learning technique (or maybe learning paradigm), which can be applied directly every kind of problem without doubt. Actually, that situation may be a sign for open problems in Mathematics, Statistics, Logic, or other supportive components of the Artificial Intelligence.
• That may be a success for Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning but especially after rise of Deep Learning (advanced form of Machine Learning with more power against big, complex data [35] ), it has become possible to develop intelligent systems, which can create very realistic photos, and even videos with montage (i.e. Deep Fake [36] ). At this point, there is a critical question to ask: 'Is it possible to have a good enough intelligent system, which can overcome dangerous applications such as Deep Fake?'. Whether the answer is 'Yes' or 'No', that's a paradox, which we may accept as a gap that can be used against Machine Learning.
• Flexibility and high interaction of Machine Learning techniques with the data make them sensitive to fake data formations or direct / indirect use of mathematical and logical attacks to trick them.
Especially the last gap indicated has already found its way in the context of adversarial examples, which is used for defining dangerous, fake data (samples) to train Machine Learning techniques incorrectly. Moving from that, the next section explains the concept of Artificial Intelligence Safety and some known techniques for creating adversarial examples.
Artificial Intelligence Safety and Techniques for Adversarial Examples
As a result of ongoing discussions regarding future potential of Artificial Intelligence (in being safe or dangerous), some research fields have already taken active place in the scientific literature. Because the field of Artificial Intelligence has become also a multidisciplinary technology (covering both Natural and Social Sciences), it has been included in some general research fields followed by the scientific community for a long time. Among all these research fields, Artificial Intelligence Safety is enrolled in searching for possible dangerous sides of Artificial Intelligence based systems and introduce alternative approaches, methods, and
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techniques to keep such systems from attacks, perform defensive attacks, or eliminate known gaps against hacking or manipulati ng oriented attacks [37] [38] [39] [40] . For giving a wide enough theoretical background, some other research fields are as follows:
• Machine Ethics / Ethical Artificial Intelligence: The concept of ethics has been widely discussed in the context of Artificial Intelligence literature. Because of intense intersection with different fields such as philosophy, and psychology, research efforts on evaluating ethical applications of Artificial Intelligence have been running in the context of the research field: Machine Ethics. Moving from especially moral dilemmas, that field tries to find ways to solve paradoxes and design ethical applications of Artificial Intelligence, particularly Machine Learning [41, 42] .
• Superintelligence: As firstly introduced by Prof. Nick Bostrom from Future of Humanity Institute (University of Oxford), the concept of Superintelligence is used for defining the most advanced and high-level form of Artificial Intelligence that is more intelligent than the most intelligent living organism over the world (or even universe) [43, 44] . As Superintelligence is theoretically strong enough to solve every kind of problem and greatly autonomous, possible dangers and benefits of that type of Artificial Intelligence have been discussing accordingly.
• Technological Singularity: As a remarkable hypothesis, Technological Singularity is associated with the radically changed form of society and the world in the future. According to the Technological Singularity, the future will be dominated by Superintelligence and that will transform the society, technological developments, and the world-universe to a different form, which is thought as utopia or dystopia by the community [45, 46] .
• Future of Artificial Intelligence: As a wider research field, Future of Artificial Intelligence is based on predictive and theoretical works trying to keep a light over the future with intelligence systems [47, 48] .
• Existential Risks: Existential Risks is actually a research field in which disasters, wars, atomic and chemical weaponsbombs are widely examined as existential risks for the humankind. As a result of rising anxieties regarding dangerous sides of intelligent systems, Artificial Intelligence has been added to the list of existential risks [49, 50] .
• Transhumanism: Transhumanism is known as both wide-spread movement and research field focusing on a better future for the humankind. In that future idea, there is a great use of technology so that humans' life standards, well-being and cognitive levels are enhanced accordingly [51, 52] .
As different from the mentioned research fields, Artificial Intelligence Safety is a more complicated field with intense works more on mathematical background and applications of especially Machine Learning. In this study, more consideration was given to the concept of adversarial examples. So, the next sub-fields are devoted to techniques of adversarial examples. On the other hand, interested readers are referred to also some alternative Artificial Intelligence Safety oriented, remarkable works such as 'Interruptible Agents [53] ', 'Ignorant, Inconsistent Agents [54] ', 'Bounded Agents [55] ', and 'Corrigibility [56] '.
Techniques to Create Adversarial Examples
As an attacking-hacking method for tricking Machine Learning techniques, the concept of adversarial examples was explained firstly by Szegedy et al. [57] . As indicated in the related work, it has been possible to trick Deep Neural Network models by making small changes in input data. After that, there has been a great momentum in terms of developing defensing techniques and attacking techniques defeating every new defensing technique, by considering adversarial examples [58] . As it can be seen from Figure 5 , total number of new attacking techniques increases year-by-year. [59] . On the other hand, the work by Carlini and Wagner figured out that speech recognition systems can be tricked with audio adversarial examples [60] . Additionally, another remarkable work included using a real traffic sign and manipulating it with some stickers to trick autonomous vehicles successfully [61] . Readers are referred to [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] Considering the recent literature, some of White-box techniques can be explained briefly as follows:
Additive Adversarial Perturbations Based on dL/dx
In this technique, it is aimed to confuse the input(s) so that they the loss function is changed maximally. In other words, it is possible to run a backpropagation oriented approach, which includes calculating the derivative of the loss function according to the input(s) [58] . That's actually an optimization approach, which is done for training the target Machine Learning technique in a way it learns incorrectly, as maximizing the loss.
Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) and Other Variations
As introduced by Goodfellow et al. [58, 69] , Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) is used for pushing the input(s) towards the adversarial gradient, after the exact gradient was calculated in the context of the backpropagation process. That is done in order to increase the loss function, by using a small enough value. The following equation defines the calculation of an adversarial example (x') from the true value: x:
(1)
As it can be seen from the Equation 1, the small epsilon parameter has the key role in creating the adversarial example, which is similar enough to the true value-example (input).
Moving from the FGSM, some other variations have also been developed. In this sense, Kurakin et al. developed the Basic Iterative Method (BIM), by improving the FGSM for performing it multiple times with small step size [58, 70] :
(2)
There is also the technique of (R)andom + FGSM, which includes adding random perturbations derived from a Gaussian distribution just before obtaining the first derivative of the loss [58, 71] :
(3)
L-BFGS Attack and Carlini & Wagner Attack (C&W)
By considering distance metrics, Szegedy et al. have introduced that adversarial examples, which are similar to true values-inputs can be created accordingly [57] . As in the form of an optimization problem, their technique called as Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) is just a non-linear gradient based optimization algorithm. Here, the objective is to find the perturbation r minimizing the following [57, 58] :
By following the [57] , Carlini and Wagner have modified the optimization problem, in order to develop the technique of Carlini & Wagner Attack (C&W), which considers the loss function in Equation (5) and the minimization problem expressed with Equation (6) [58, 72] :
Adversarial Transformation Network (ATN)
As an interesting technique of adversarial examples, Adversarial Transformation Network (ATN) is a type of neural network, which can create adversarial examples tricking the target neural network system [73] . As a type of ATN, Adversarial Autoencoding creates adversarial examples, which are very similar to the true values-inputs ( Figure 6 ) [58] . In the context of Black-box techniques, two essential techniques of adversarial examples are as follows:
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Substitute Attack
When just output(s) of the target Machine Learning system are known, it is possible to create some synthetic training data sets in order to approximate decision boundary. When that is done successfully, it is possible to run White-box attacks for tricking the target system with newly created adversarial examples. As examined by Papernot et al., that Black-box technique is called as Substitute Attack [74] . Figure 7 shows the simple flow of the Substitute Attack [58] . 
Heuristic Search for Boundary Attack
Boundary attack with heuristic search is another technique of Black-box oriented adversarial examples. Called briefly as Boundary Attack [64] , that technique aims to use a fake data (i.e. image) and make some changes over it to look similar to true data f or the target Machine Learning technique. Thanks to some noisy data, that can be achieved and that adversarial example then can be used for tricking purposes. Figure 8 represents a scheme regarding applying the Boundary Attack [58] . 
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An Example Application for Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM)
As [75] . As it was indicated before, FGSM just runs the Equation (1) for creating adversarial values from true values. The Python application in [75] tricks the Logistic Regression as the target Machine Learning technique (Full source code can be obtained from the developer's GitHub folder: https://github.com/kenhktsui/adversarial_examples). As it can be seen from Figure 9 , the true data was classified into two classes, by the Logistic Regression (in the example, random data points are created as the problem data set) [75] .
Figure 34: The true data classified into two classes, by the Logistic Regression (As using the application by Tsui in [75]).
By using the Equation (1), it is possible to create adversarial examples causing the target Logistic Regression system to classify the data points incorrectly. In order to achieve that, there is need to adjust the epsilon parameter, which is causing small but effective enough changes over the data, as making them similar to the true-original data but tricking the system. By moving in the example application, use of even the values of 0.4, and 0.7 respectively causes great changes in the output (like a butterfly effect). In this context, Figure 10 presents the outputs in the true classification and incorrect classifications for two different epsilon values, considering the randomly created data points. 
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Conclusions and Future Work Suggestions
In this study, techniques for adversarial examples threatening safety of especially Machine Learning based systems have been introduced. Adversarial examples are typical form of manipulations, which can trick Machine Learning techniques to give incorrect outputs for the target problem. The study briefly introduced the logical background of the Machine Learning and then given brief information about the field of Artificial Intelligence Safety and some other fields interested in similar topics regarding Ar tificial Intelligence. After explaining both White Box and Black Box techniques for creating adversarial examples, an example from the Web for the technique of Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) has been discussed accordingly. Although the works regarding Artificial Intelligence Safety requires intense analyze and use of especially Mathematics, a remarkable movement has been done for the topic of adversarial examples. Of course, it is a just 5-year old research topic so far and there is currently still great focus on running alternative research works.
By moving from the discussed-explained subjects within this study, the following future work suggestions may be expressed:
• As it can be seen from recent works in the literature, there is a great competition between attacking and defensing techniques. So, interested readers-researchers are suggested to develop alternative techniques in terms of both attacking and defensing, in order to contribute to the rapid development of the field of Artificial Intelligence and the research field of Artificial Intelligence Safety.
• It is necessary to form collaborations among computer scientists, mathematicians, statisticians, and any experts from even Social Sciences, in order to derive novel, effective theoretical and applied techniques for keeping the safety of intelligent systems against attacks such as adversarial examples.
• Research works regarding adversarial examples and defensing approaches are mainly focused on neural networks of Machine Learning. So, alternative attacking techniques for different Machine Learning techniques may be developed in time. That will be probably an open problem for analyzing such new attacking techniques and even designing robust systems or defensing ways to eliminate the related attacks.
• Artificial Intelligence Safety has many other topics to be discussed in the context of ensuring safety of intelligent systems. At this point, interested readers-researchers are suggested to go through the associated literature and learn more about that research field.
